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About This Game

Hardcore platformer, in which you play for the sweet rabbit.
Your main goal is to collect carrots and stars on a level, after which you must bring them to your carrot store. You can develop a
huge speed to overcome obstacles and perform complex maneuvers. Avoiding of dodge enemies and thorny bushes, using magic

mushrooms and bubbles for jumping and taking off.
Your collected carrots (an analog of your life), and when getting damages you lose them all, and if there are no carrots then you

will die.
Perfectly balanced gameplay and pleasant music, will give you only pleasant memories of the game. And the eyes will rejoice,

looking at the beautiful graphics from the artist Luis Zuno (@ansimuz)
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This is a very short game, but I enjoyed it enough to get every achievement. It's one of those games you will either really like, or
not see the appeal of, but personally I dont regret the money, nor time, I spent on this. It's one of those games where if you
played it as a kid, it'd probably seem awesome.

Then you play it as a seasoned gamer and realize it's trash.

In all honesty though, this game really just has nothing going for it. Bad story, animations as stiff as a lamp post, glitchy
parkour, and more. It tries to combine Assassin's Creed with Gears of War and fails miserably.

Not worth the money at all, even on sale. Get Ride to Hell Retribution, that game is honestly more entertaining (it'll at least
make you laugh at how bad it is). And, if you're going to try braving through this game, I highly recommend playing it on LAN
co-op with a friend like I did. It made it just a little more bearable.

2/10

P.S: For playing coop with virtual LAN: I didn't try hamachi, but if you use Tunngle then make sure the person hosting the
server sets the Network Range emulation to 10.x.x Server Emulation. That's the only one that worked for me.. I am a child of
the 80's and love these adventure games. AGD interactive and Infamous adventures have done a great job in preserving these
games and giving them a little twist. Al Emmo keeps with the spirit of these old games. Adventure, Puzzles with a quirky sense
of humor. It is an original game that will keep you entertained. Adventure games from this era keep you really engaged. Talk to
everyone, click on everthing and think outside the box. Unlike todays action games it is not a series of quick mouse clicks and
constant explosions. Focus is on charater development and story. Goal is to immerse yourself into the game and get to know the
characters. A great game to get.. loved this game, played it with no problem on old xp pc, i saw it on steam and decided to
purchase it, it has never worked, steams fault, or mine, i dont know, just always get the same message, 32 mb, not enough
memory or something like that, and yes i have a very good spec machine, as for steams response to my message for help, about
as useful as the preverbial chocalot fireguard. A first-person adventure game with a text parser? Sign me up!

Cleverness abounds from this low-budget indie game. Your vocabulary skills equal points, so e.g. if you "take" an object you get
less points than if you, say, "acquire" or "retrieve" it. But all that is just flavor and don't influence the game itself, which is a
smart move.

The wonkiness of the graphics (2D flat sprites in a 3D world) would seem like a downfall of any other game, but here it adds to
the otherworldly mysteriousness of it all. Combine that with an excellent musical score by Makeup And Vanity Set and you've
got a dream-like atmosphere like no other.

Only downside (for me) is that when I streamed this game, I kept getting copyright strikes from Makeup And Vanity Set's
publishers. Licensing music to a game and then cracking down on YouTubers who try to play said game is NOT cool.. Works
fine for me, but im not an idiot. Beautiful shmup. I've played Dux on dreamcast , this one is a sequel and it's HD screen. Easy
shmup :)
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This game reminds me of one of my favorite original Xbox games called Xbox Music Mixer. I'd been wondering how cool that
game would be in VR. A VR nightclub where you could play your own tunes and relax.

 In fact my search for such an experience led me to Disco Time 80's VR. There's no gameplay here. You're just listening to
music in a VR danceclub watching people dance and maybe dancing yourself. If this is not your thing that's understandable. But
it's a VR experience that i enjoy greatly and I'm thrilled with this title.

This VR experience is very well crafted and the dancing moves, graphics and atmosphere are excellent.

If i could change anything, I'd like to see an easier way to change\/play your own music from inside the program and it would be
cool to have large display monitors in this club maybe with an option to add images from my PC.

P.S. Combining Phil Collins "In the air tonight" with Disco Time 80s VR was a mind blowing experience.. Ripping apart an
entire human corpse with a glass shard just so that maybe I can see the light of day tomorrow is somehow scarier in text than
actually doing it in real life

not that I know. I followed this game along on reddit for a couple weeks before getting it and I have to say, it is one of the best
kingdom management games out there. The amount of detail to races, the infinite amount of bardic songs, the ascii art, and all
of the minigames make this game quite unique!

The dev is really responsive to questions and suggestions and he pumps out updates which is really nice. The only bad part of
this game are the certain things that are always 100% the same, which make sense that they are but still, after playing it for a
long time you can remember exactly those things are and what they do.

All in all a 9\/10! (Really wish the locations could be randomized). Best played when riding carnival rides with your ragtag gang
of rapscallion baseball playing buddies, chewing tobacco and ending up throwing up on people. 11\/10. Bob Came in Pieces is a
lovely, casual physics-based puzzle game that features a story mode with 14 chapters where you main goal is to collect all the
missing ship parts you have lost during a crash with a meteor. To solve the puzzles you have to combine certain parts and attach
them to one of the 8 sockets on your ship.

Additionally the game features 10+1 really challenging and cool VR missions (heavily inspired by the VR missions in Metal
Gear Solid) where you have to solve some really crazy puzzles with a pre-defined set of ship parts.

In both the adventure and the VR mode the timer can be toggled on\/off so it's up to you if you play the game the casual way
and explore the levels or go for gold and try to beat the clock to get a silver or gold medal and the respective Steam
achievement.

The replayability depends on whether you're into time-attack or not. Either way i can highly recommend this game so make sure
to get it (when it's on sale)!
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